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Vets4VetLeadership believes it is critical to our nation that we get more

conservative veterans in Congress. 

Our candidate guide is intended to provide you with basic policy issues, that

most veterans are willing to vote for,  as well as messaging and additional

information that you can use to build your campaign platform.

Your military experience not only proves your passion for American values,

it also gave you the  leadership, planning, and execution skills that make

you an exceptional candidate capable of executing a successful campaign. 

 We hope that you will become a Vets4VetLeadership certified candidate by

signing our Pledge and Policy Compact.   Why sign up and take the pledge? 

 There is a place on the Vets4VetLeadership website to highlight our

certified candidates and we look forward to listing you.  Take advantage of

our decades of political experience to give you an edge in winning your race.

You are among our nation's finest leaders and the country needs you.  

INTRODUCTION
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"Now more than

ever we need our

battle tested

leaders in office"

FROM OUR EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

Vets4VetLeadership 2022

My Fellow Veterans,

America is at a crossroads.  We have never

faced a time in our history when so few

who have served our nation in military

service are continuing that service in

“elected office.” Now more than ever we

need our battle tested leaders in office; men

and women of great integrity who have

sworn an oath to support and defend the

Constitution and were willing to pay the

ultimate price for freedom.

Thank you for agreeing to once again stand

up and step into service.  Thank you for

upholding our sacred American values.

James L. McCormick II, Capt USA (ret)

Executive Director

Vets4VetLeadership
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POLICY FOCUS AREAS
Veteran voters group their concerns into three main categories -

Strength, Security, and  Respect for military service.  

Security
Voters want their elected officials to be dedicated to the fundamental

principles of the Constitution under which their powers are bestowed by the

constituents they serve.  Citizens empower their representatives to create

and manage the institutions and rules of conduct that ensure justice, and

protect the life, liberty, and welfare of the citizens.  They expect their

government to prevent the infringement of their rights by others and create

a safe and orderly environment in which they and their families can

peacefully live.   

Vets4VetLeadership 2022

Americans believe that strength is the key to prosperity, freedom, and peace

at home and abroad. U.S. economic strength creates opportunity and

distributes wealth, lifts standards of living, and eases discontent. A solid U.S.

economy, a stable energy supply, and a robust industrial base are deterrents

to the financial and market weaponization tactics utilized by adversaries

seeking to exploit domestic and allied economic weaknesses.  A strong

economy produces the resources needed to bolster America’s national

defense to protect our citizens from outside forces seeking to extinguish our

freedoms and disrupt our lives.  

Strength

Respect For Military Service
Veteran voters know that America's strength springs from its people; that

our freedoms have been protected by those who answer the call of duty and

have served in our military. The service-before-self pledge needs to be once

again honored as the creed of our nation.  The core values of respect, duty,

integrity, personal accountability, and courage should be instilled in all our

citizens, organizations and institutions. These values also represent what

Americans want to see in our elected officials.
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Afghanistan
The withdrawal from Afghanistan signaled a sudden change to the US policy on
terrorism. 

Americans were confused and offended the by the lack of strategic resolve that led
to the U.S. relinquishing the front line on terrorism, forfeiting powerful and
expensive U.S. weapons, abandoning vulnerable Afghan citizens including women,
and children - deserting American citizens and allies during the retreat. 

Many Veterans who served in Afghanistan made many personal sacrifices and do
not believe this hasty withdrawal paid homage to their service.

Withdrawal from that strategic location has increased US vulnerability to terrorism
and left the world questioning the United States’ resolve. Our allies are wondering
whether they can rely on the United States to fulfill long-standing security
commitments.

Terrorists and violent jihadi extremists now rule, leaving a warzone that is
exponentially more dangerous than before the US withdrawal. 

V4VL MESSAGING
Global Adversaries

Secure Borders
Our borders are the new front line in the fight against terrorism.  Secure borders
require that entrance and departure occur through official ports of entry.

Unauthorized border crossings permit transnational criminals and international
terrorists to have access to our nation. 

The US has the capacity to identify and interdict illegal entrants while continuing
the smooth flow of legitimate travelers. 

Transnational synthetic drug smugglers are killing over 100,000 Americans each
year and known international terrorists are crossing the southern border.  

Veterans dedicated their lives to prevent terrorist attacks on the US only to face a
new threat on our homeland borders.
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Our Enemies Don't Support our Interests

It Was How We Pulled Out; Not Why

Protecting Our Own Borders First

Our global adversaries are expanding their influence and military operations across
the globe, developing advanced weapons systems while installing new tactical
capabilities in globally significant locations. 

Countering these actors will require an explicit military focus and plugging holes in the
U.S. defense perimeter across the globe. 

While defense experts understand what needs to be done, we are not seeing a
concerted effort on the part of top-level leadership to put those strategies into action.



Veteran Benefits

The strength of the US all-volunteer military is an outcome of the exceptional
generations of veterans that preceded them in service. The strength of the military
is its members, Veterans, and families. Their wellbeing needs to be prioritized to
keep the nation strong. 

The Federal government does not adequately compensate veterans for their service
to the nation. Veteran suicide, homelessness and unemployment are at unacceptable
levels. Benefits must be on par with and greater than the benefits received by
government workers – greater risk should mean greater reward. 

Veterans’ programs should be given funding preference over other entitlement
programs, since our all-volunteer military is essential to preserving the rest of the
government functions. 

To protect and preserve the health and wellbeing for all veterans and their families,
these benefits must include robust funding for healthcare, disability, long-term care,
life insurance, education, and employment programs.

V4VL MESSAGING CONTINUED

Democracy & Freedom

The number of Veterans in Congress has plummeted in the last 50 years.

Congress has become more polarized and gridlocked than ever before. 

The strength of American democracy is important for people everywhere, not just
here at home. Democracy movements in other countries look to the United States
for inspiration and support. Authoritarian leaders falsely point to America’s
problems as proof of democracy’s inherent inferiority and as a sort of license for
their own abuses of power.

When you consistently stay on message, you are more likely to reach your audience

and move them to action. Staying on message honors your unique story. Your

message is personal. The average person needs exposure to multiple impressions of

a message before it sinks in. When you practice message discipline, the consistency

of your message helps make it stick. 
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A Government Responsibility 

America Should Be A Light For The World



HELPFUL HINTS
Where do you go from here?  Don't go negative - Focus on the noble

leadership qualities of your military service.  Voters are tired of ugly politics.

Photos
Get a high-quality headshot, family photos, and images with your voters. 

 You will need them for your website,  collateral materials, and to send to

the press.  Be sure to include photos of you in uniform.  Videos are a huge

bonus even if shot on a smart phone.

No. 01  — 

Statement of Commitment
Develop a brief statement of why you are running.  You also need to state

why you are qualified.  Always talk about what you will do for your

voters, don't get trapped by the opposition into going off message.

No. 02  — 

Website 
Your website is an important investment but it doesn't have to cost a lot.  It

will be the place where voters come to meet you and learn about your beliefs

and character.  They also want to know where you stand on important

issues.  Make it clear and concise.  Make sure you have a big donate button on

the top of your landing page and social media links on the bottom.  

No. 03 — 
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Plan By the Numbers
Write a detailed campaign plan and then, plan for chaos.  Know your

district's numbers inside and out.  How many votes do you need to win? 

 Study your constituents and plan to meet as many of them as possible.

No. 04 — 

Stay Authentic
Your leadership style and personality will be what puts you over the top.   

Let it work for you.  Don't be afraid to be different and unique.  Be

positive, confident, and don't go negative.

No. 05 — 



Contact

Vets4Vet Leadership

www.Vets4VetLeadership.org

service@Vets4VetLeadership.org

RESOURCES

Federal Election Commission

Congressional Candidates and Committees Guide

     https://www.fec.gov/resources/cms-content/documents/candgui.pdf

 

Registration and Reporting

     https://www.fec.gov/help-candidates-and-committees/forms/

Fundraising 
     https://www.anedot.com/political

     https://donorbox.org/nonprofit-blog/political-fundraising-ideas/
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